
Grace and peace from God our Father and our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen. 

     You know what is really rough.  The hour when we are not on our 

electronic devices that are so addictive.  We are prisoners to our phones.  

That is why they are called “cell” phones. This is opposed to when we are in 

a church service and our attention turned to the one who loves us, saves us 

and wants us to live in abundance.  Paul talks about being in the flesh or 

being in the Spirit.  That is the dichotomy. Instead of all the distractions in 

the world we have a time to focus and listen what God is saying to us.  Bible 

study is another time we put everything aside to hear, discuss and 

contemplate when we focus and concentrate on the word of God.  the same 

is true for devotions. Pre-tv people would sit and listen and imagine what 

was going on.  Nowadays, things are streamed to us and show us in high 

definition what is happening with amazing graphics. What happens if we 

have no electricity?  Who or what do we turn to then that is timeless and 

eternal? 

     We are also distracted with sports, meetings, movies and all the other 

distractions in our lives.  Did you ever feel your life is hectic, that there are 

too many things to do so there is no time to pause?  Certainly, Martha is too 

busy to pause.  Since she had a home she was a person of means.  When 

she had visitors, it was important for her to show hospitality, a question of 

honor which still goes on to this day. The hospitality is over the top.  We 

learned from personal experience in the country of Jordan never empty your 

plate since it will be filled up again. Even if you protest. The same is true for 

your glass.  If you empty it there it will immediately be filled again.  So here 

is Martha who has Jesus as a guest in her house.  While Martha is scurrying 

around here is her sister Mary who is sitting at the feet of Jesus listening at 

what he is saying. That would hardly be fair, right. Martha didn’t feel it was 

fair because she asks Jesus if he minds that her sister has left her to do all 

the work by herself while Mary was sitting listening to him. We don’t know 



what sibling rivalry there is between the two sisters but she didn’t simply ask 

Mary to help but instead asks Jesus to tell her sister to help her. Instead, 

Jesus tells Martha she is worried and distracted by manty things and really 

there is only one thing. He tells her Mary has chosen the better part which 

will not be taken away.  

     Even though some may use today’s story to be critical of Martha, the 

worker, and Mary, the listener and contemplator is not particularly helpful. 

One might believe that Martha does not stop doing her tasks simply 

because she has misplaced priorities. But in Greek, the verb perispao (pair 

e spow) indicates that there was "simply too much to do" as an objective 

fact, rather than Martha being stubborn. Leaving the things that "must be 

done" in favor of the listening and contemplating is a challenge of spirituality 

in out modern day lives.  Yes, hospitality is important.  It brings honor to the 

host or hostess.  Jesus does not say Martha's work is not necessary. He 

simply tells Martha that she is worried and distracted by many things. He is 

simply telling her Mary's act of faithful contemplation is better, that she 

chose the better course of action and the need is for only one thing and this 

should not be taken away from Mary.  The reality is many today are far 

more comfortable with work than a the life of interior prayer and 

introspection. Contemplation (if we are honest) can make many people 

nervous or uncomfortable. If anything, it is this aspect of our spiritual lives—

listening closely, deeply, and carefully—that needs development and 

practice. You can start practicing today. 

     Psalm 46:10 says “Be still and know I am God” I think of this when things 

get hectic and stressful.  It tells me I should stop what I am doing, the simply 

too much to do and acknowledge that God alone is in charge of the universe 

focusing on him is what is important. Yes, it seems there is always 

something that "must be done," but this is often a matter of perspective; 

When I was in cardiac rehab there was an exercise where someone who 



stood up was recuperating from a heart attack and they outlined what they 

had done in a day.  They got up early to the mow the grass, chopped wood. 

and so on.  It was obvious to us listeners to see the absurdity of this activity. 

But they protested.  The lawn was starting to get long and must be mowed.  

The point they made was if the lawn wasn’t mowed what difference did it 

make.  Having something that needs to be done is life, there is more while 

when everything is done, that’s death.  what do we say must be done? What 

Jesus said was the right choice in today’s terms from a Christian 

perspective is to love God and our neighbor as ourselves and because of 

your faith you are open to God’s unconditional grace and will be justified 

before God because of what Jesus did for us. So the things that must be 

done are simple: to gather with the community around word and sacrament, 

love God and love neighbor and share the good news of Christ, resurrected. 

Simple enough. St. Teresa of Avila says it all when she states: "All things 

are passing; God only is changeless. . . . God alone suffices." Amen 

 

 


